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DATA SHEET
BRING WIRELESS ACCESS POINTS CLOSER TO YOUR
CLIENTS’ DEVICES LIKE NEVER BEFORE...
Wireless access points are in high demand, but your clients'
expectations of meeting aesthetic requirements can be a
challenge.
The Paramount by WhyReboot solves many problems facing the
installer and service professional with a one-size-fits all ceiling
mount kit that completely hides all your best selling access
points.

BENEFITS
Quick, screwless installation of AP.
No zip ties or velcro, professional look and
result.
Reduces number of AP units required for
room coverage

Installation takes minutes. Simply cut a hole in the ceiling and
the Paramount's unique housing and swing clamp system
squeezes the setup for a secure and low profile AP cavity. A
unique and patent pending ratchet strap system adapts to hold
any device. Simply turn a dial to tighten, connect all power and
data cables and the AP will be solidly in place.
Once installed, simply snap in the cover flush to the ceiling. Paint
the cover to match the ceiling and enjoy!

Safe, secured use for unstable
installations such as yachts.
Brings access points closer to client
devices, ensuring faster connections.
Paintable cover allows matching decor,
completely hides AP devices to please
interior designers.
Protects and hides access point and wires
to prevent damage, theft, or unauthorized
alteration.
Service in minutes, easy to upgrade,
modify, or replace installed AP.

Paramount's paintable cover is secure and hides your best selling access points

Paramount's unique design minimizes attenuation allowing for
optimal signal transmission through the housing and cover. Your
clients will be delighted with stronger signals now that their
access points are out of remote areas and are closer to where
they are used.

Lowers installation and material costs.
Client satisfaction guaranteed.
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FEATURES
PRODUCT
DIMENSIONS

Swing clamp tightens to ceiling material
using a screwdriver.
Housing construction is optimized to
minimize signal impact.

3.23”
Swing clamp design ensures a tight fit.
13.47”

11.47”

13.47”
1

11.47”

Includes spacer to bring smaller access
points closer to ceiling surface.
The only truly universal mount on the
market, fits the largest APs available up to
the Ruckus R710 (AP dimensions up to
8.9” x 8.9” x 2.65”)
Ratcheting cable design for one-handed
adjustments to tighten and loosen the
installed device.
Includes hole template for foolproof
measurement.

CUTOUT DIMENSIONS
Maximum ceiling material thickness is 1.5"
for swing clamp engagement

5-year money back guarantee and
warranty.

10.625” (10 5/8")

10.625” (10 5/8")

Ingenious design ensures cables won’t
slip out during installation.

Ratcheting lock system for easy installation.

SUPPORTS ALL ACCESS POINTS
WITHOUT KNOCKOUTS, ZIP TIES,
ADHESIVES, OR MODIFICATIONS

Paramount's ratcheting cable lock system is patent pending
and allows for single handed tightening without using zip ties
or adhesives. Paramount is the only universal mounting
system on the market.
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